
LESSON – Who will do this work ? 

 

 Key points –  

1. All kinds of labour must be treated respectfully . 

2. No work should be treated as dirty or low .  

3. Many people helps us to keep our neighbourhood clean . 

4. None of us can do all work by ourselves .  

5. Different people do different kind of work . 

6. Mahatma Gandhi regarded all work equally important . 

 Answer the following –  

1. What is meant by Dignity of labour ? 

 

       Ans . The respect given to all kinds of labour is known as dignity of labour . 

2. What is Division of labour ? 



 

Ans. Different people do different kind of work . This is known as Division of labour . 

3. How should you treat the people who help you ? 

Ans. We should treat everyone equally and respectfully. We should not be rude.  

4. What is Work ? 

Ans. Work is a job that a person does mostly in order to earn the money . 

5. We should not be ashamed to do any work . Explain . 

Ans.  Work is Worship . All works are equal . No work is high or low . so , we should not be 

ashamed of any work . 

6. Who were Untouchables ? 

Ans. In our society , the people who did work like sweeping , cleaning toilets were called as 

Untouchables . 

7. What is the other name for Untouchables ? 

Ans. Untouchables were called as Harijans by Mahatma Gandhi . Harijan means The People 

of God . 

8.Does Untouchability still exist in India ? 

Ans. No , untouchability has been abolished ( banned ) in India . It is now a punishable 

offence (crime ). 

      9 . What are Essential Services ? 

       Ans. Essential Services are the jobs that are very important ad required by us in our daily  

life . The people who provide us these services helps in the smooth running of the society . 



         Eg. Gardener , Sweeper

 , Milkman etc.  

   

 

 

    10 . Write few lines about Mahatma Gandhi . 

 

       Ans. 1. Mahatma Gandhi was an extraordinary person . 

                 2. He was the person who practiced what he preached . 



                 3. He wanted us to respect all occupations.  

                 4. He did not felt shy to do any work . He used to clean the toilets also . 

                 5. He was against Untouchability .  

       11. After freedom from British people , under whose leadership was the constitution 

prepared ? 

                 

          Ans. Dr. Bhim Rao Ambedkar . He is known as the Father of Constitution .  

 

 Homework – 1. Paste pictures of Our Helpers . 

 PROJECT WORK- Talk to the people who do essential services and share their experience 

of their job.  

 

 

 


